
John Burnside 
Dear Hart Crane,

We make our meek adjustments,

Contented with such random consolations

As the wind deposits

In slithered and too ample pockets.

I’m sitting in a hotel room in Munich at five in the morning, sleepless, not unhappy and certainly
not depressed, though maybe suspended, somewhat, between one state and another, the shadows
gathered round, yes, but oddly neutral, so it feels like some kind of truce, some limited but
adequate peace has been achieved between my ghost of a body and the night’s slow unwinding.
The hotel is next to the English Gardens and, through the open window, I hear its many and
various birds, a wandering net of conversation and appeal that runs from the sugary maples and
silver limes at this edge of the park to the awakening city beyond. I was out last night but I didn’t
drink, or not enough to make me sleep – though, for days now, the only sure path to sleep has
been alcohol – and I am reminded once more that, for some of us, it’s the better angels of our
being who cause the most trouble, just as I understand, at the very back of my mind, that
sleeplessness is a trouble worth having, a gift of sorts, to counteract the inattention of the daytime.

Now, I’m not one of those people who gets sentimental about company. I like being far from
home and sitting quietly in a bare room listening to the dark. But this morning, for some reason,
I think it would be good to go downstairs and find you in the lobby in your hat and coat, or sitting
in the breakfast room, a rumba booming out from the house gramophone and you with your
head down, pen in hand, blocking out everything so you can write. Blocking out everything;
blocking out the world, while you sift random consolations from moonlight on a row of ash-cans
or the fog of a harbour dawn leaning, for one last moment, on a cold window sill. I think it was
the first poem I ‘got’, that Chaplinesque of yours, the one that begins “We make our meek
adjustments...”. And indeed we do. We don’t want to and sometimes we’re even brave about it, but
more often than not there’s compromise because, much of the time, ‘the world’ is too huge and
too insistent on taking the least interesting path between two points. By which I mean, the
moneyed world, the social order – whatever it has to be called, I’m not sure, that Authorised
Version of vulgar rule where the goalposts are always in motion and the lies are so blatant it seems
pointless to contest them. We make our meek adjustments… And there’s nothing new in that,
except that right now, in the second inglorious decade of a new century, we’re so good at meek
adjustment that we barely know we’re doing it. The bankers rip us off with a brazen, almost
experimental cynicism and, when the shit hits the fan, we blithely cut back on everything that is
needful and good. The government pisses away our moral standing on far-off wars, fat cat
landowners and corporations rake in astronomical subsidies from our taxes and fuel bills, self-
proclaimed ‘Greens’ abandon the principles, if not the rhetoric, of social justice for the merest
whiff of power-sharing (what does that mean?) – and we shake our heads, dismayed, but not
surprised, our meek adjustments robotically clicking in, over and over again. Is it because there’s
so much consolation in art, so much beauty in ash cans and lonely, moonlit alleys, or have we just
settled for consolations that, in some previous era, would have shamed us to the quick? 

Oh, Hart Crane, Hart Crane... I loved you so much but then I tired of resignation and your
dream of a moment, now, that is nothing more than the peace of the fathers and I got angry, to no
real end. And I’m sorry, old friend, but I still think it’s not enough: surely, there are better choices
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to be made and, as persuasive as your little tramp might be, it’s time now for the spirit of Buster
Keaton to rise up and lead us down the less travelled road – inventive, anarchic, potentially fatal –
that you walked only for as long as you were able – wildly, desperately perhaps, and with the thick
slide of the rumba somewhere in your bones as you sat alone, in a hotel lobby, scribbling verses on
a beer mat or a lime-stained napkin, your face bright with dawn and attention and the notion,
however fleeting, that a just rhythm could still make some difference in the world. It’s almost
enough, and it’s not enough; because soon, maybe now, while the meek adjustments continue to
be made, the epigraph you chose for White Buildings, a single line from Rimbaud, that most
Keatonesque of poets, will rise, salty and razor-sharp on the wind: Ce ne peut être que la fin du
monde, en avançant.
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